
Trail Run

14 - 17 June 2019
A long weekend of fascinating story telling on the KZN battlefields, 

coupled with trail running in one of the most beautiful parts of the country

see website for more info: www.fugitivesdrift.com
email: reservations@fugitivesdrift.com

ENQUIRIES & RESERVATIONS

DAY 1:

DAY 2:

DAY 3:

DAY 4:

Afternoon  Arrival
Morning   Isandlwana Tour 
   & Trail 1
Morning   Trail 2
Afternoon  Rorke’s Drift Tour
Evening   Silent Auction
Morning   Departure

LODGE    R9870 per person
GUEST HOUSE R6990 per person
UMZINYATHI   R4030 per person [sleeps 6]

KWA-GEORGE  R4950 per person [sleeps 2]
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Includes 3 nights’ accommodation, all meals, tours, trail runs, and conservation levy.
Excludes drinks, donations for the silent auction, and other extras.
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The Trails
Trail 1 - The Fugitives’ Trail                                10km

This route follows the flight of the fugitives; the few British survivors 
of the battle of Isandlwana. The trail picks its way through 10km of 
dramatic country, characterized by exquisite views over the rugged 
mountains of Zululand. You will cross the Buffalo River at the 
Fugitives’ Drift, and on your way back to the Lodge will pass the 
graves of Lieutenants Melvill and Coghill VC. 

Trail 2 - Fugitives’ Drift Scenic Run       10km / 22km

The full trail run takes you on a scenic route around part of the 
Fugitives’ Drift 2500ha property. A distance of 22km (15 miles) was 
chosen, as this was the average distance that British soldiers were 
expected to be able to march in a day during the Anglo-Zulu War. 
The route is challenging as ‘flat’ is a relative term in this part of the 
world. This trail is characterized by sweeping views over the game 
reserve and the Buffalo river gorge. Feel free to stop and take in the 
beauty of the surroundings, and keep a look out for the zebra and 
giraffe! For those who do not want to run the full 22km, there is a 
10km option. We also are fully supportive of those who would like 
to walk some of it!
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